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Introduction: Studies have indicated that half of all patients with diabetes do not take their medication as prescribed. Patient social 
circles, including professionals (health care providers) and nonprofessionals (family and friends) might contribute to low medication 
adherence. Therefore, this study explored the point of view of healthcare providers and family members of patients with diabetes on 
patient medication adherence.
Methods: Our study included health care providers and family members using in-depth, semi structured interviews. The theoretical 
domain framework (TDF) was used to explore their perspectives. TDF was used to build a topic guide and to frame the data analysis. 
The interviews were transcribed verbatim and thematically analyzed using the MAXQDA 2022 program.
Results: The participants identified a variety of factors potentially associated with diabetes medication adherence. Most factors were 
related to the environmental context and resources such as the burden of polypharmacy, medication shortages, and long wait times for 
care. In addition, factors related to patient beliefs concerning diabetes complications and insulin injections were reported. Several 
factors were identified that related to knowledge and social influences.
Discussion: Interventions that target the factors identified by the social circle of patients with diabetes might improve medication 
adherence and promote better disease management outcomes.
Keywords: social support, medication adherence, qualitative analysis, theory, family members, health care providers, type 2 diabetes

Introduction
Type 2 diabetes is a leading cause of morbidity in Saudi Arabia and affects a fourth of the population.1 Studies have 
shown that half of all patients with type 2 diabetes do not take their medications as prescribed.2 Thus, understanding the 
factors that affect diabetes medication adherence is vital for identifying barriers to disease management and enabling the 
design of effective interventions. In 2018, Jaam et al developed a conceptual framework model that used systematic 
reviews of more than 500 primary studies identified six major themes in patient behavior towards diabetes medication 
adherence. These themes included: patients, medications, the disease, providers, system, and societal-related factors.3 

The model further showed that these themes were correlated. For instance, factors within the societal theme included 
stigma, social support, culture, and vicarious experience. The vicarious experience was further linked to patient fear. 
Hence, the same link could be used to reduce patient fear by having them observe others successfully injecting insulin.

In-depth explorations of the factors affecting medication adherence in patients with diabetes have indicated that social 
circles influence adherence.4,5 Social circles involve professionals, ie health care providers (HCPs) and non-professionals 
(family and friends).5,6 Positive social support has been shown to improve medication adherence to diabetes treatment,6 

and qualitative and quantitative studies have further identified the physician-patient relationship and family support as 
main factors affecting medication adherence.7–9
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In Saudi Arabia, medication adherence in patients with diabetes is low.2 Alodhaib et al interviewed 68 patients with 
diabetes and identified a number of barriers they organized into six categories: patient-related, medication-related, health- 
related, provider-related, disease-related, and social-related factors.10 In my previous research,2 I found that diabetes 
medication adherence was influenced by behavioral regulation, social influences, environmental context and resources, 
beliefs about consequences of adherence, memory attention, and gaps in knowledge about diabetes. In particular, social 
influences, including role models, the effect of family support - both positive and negative, and medication sharing were 
factors mentioned by participants in that study. In addition, family gatherings and having a poor patient-physician 
relationship affected adherence. However, the effect of physician-patient and family-patient relationships showed mixed 
results, with the relationships both supporting and sabotaging medication adherence behavior.2 Therefore, exploring the 
perspectives of diabetic patients’ social circles and analyzing their beliefs could help identify barriers that have not been 
previously identified. Given that socializing and maintaining good relationships help to shape an individual’s social 
image, interviewing family members and physicians using qualitatively designed methods could lead to a better under-
standing of medication adherence and how it can be influenced. Therefore, this study was carried out to understand what 
physicians and families think about patient medication adherence. To our knowledge, no previous studies have explored 
the point of view of HCPs and first-degree family members on the factors affecting medication adherence to diabetes 
treatment.

Materials and Methods
Setting, Sampling and Recruitment
Purposive sampling was used to recruit HCPs and family members of patients diagnosed with type 2 diabetes who were 
receiving treatment at Medical City of King Saud University. The sampling matrix is shown in Table 1.

Study Design and Data Collection
In-depth, face-to-face and telephone interviews were carried out between May 2019 and December 2020.

Ethical Approval
The project (No. E-19-4000) was approved by the institutional review board of King Saud University on May 26, 2019 
with ref. No. 19/0746/IRB. The study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki and all the participants provided 
informed consent for participation in the study and the recording and production of anonymized responses.

Interview Guide
The interview guide was created using the Theoretical Domain Framework (TDF) to explore the point of view of HCPs 
and family members towards diabetes medication adherence.9 Two versions of the interview guide were created: one for 
HCPs and another for family members. Questions from the TDF were modified to fit the topic and type of interviewee. 
The interview guide questions for physicians were developed in English and reviewed by two physicians working with 
patients with diabetes. The family members’ interview guide was developed in English, translated into Arabic by the first 
author (NA), and then reviewed by two family members of patients with diabetes. Reviews of the interview guides were 
conducted to help improve the clarity and structure of the questions. Using the TDF questions as a template for the 

Table 1 The Sampling Matrix

Health Care Providers Family Members

Endocrinologists (males and females) Patients’ spouses (wives and husbands)

Clinical pharmacists (males and females) Patients’ parents (mothers and fathers)

Primary health care physicians (males and females) Patients’ children (sons and daughters)
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interview guides helped to explore the domains that might contribute to participants’ point of view. However, the TDF 
questions were only used as a general guide and prompts and questions were used to nudge interviewees when necessary.

Data Analysis
Interview transcripts were transcribed verbatim into English and Arabic and thematically analyzed in their original 
language using MAXQDA 2022 (VERBI Software).11 The final themes and related quotations were discussed with 
Renad Alnaheet. The following steps were followed to ensure rigor and trustworthiness in the study: at the end of each 
interview a summary was prepared and validated by the participant to correct any ambiguity; after each interview, 
I reflected on the information that was provided and identified the main factors mentioned and compared them with the 
findings from my previous research with patients, and; memos and journaling were maintained throughout the data 
collection and analysis stages using the MAXQDA memos feature and online notation software (google keep©).

All interviews were analyzed using the original transcripts. These were in Arabic for family members’ interviews and 
in English for physician interviews. The results of family members’ interviews were translated by a certified translator 
into English.

Theory
Using theory to explore behavior has been shown to increase research rigor.12,13 Therefore, TDF was used as a lens to 
approach the topic of medication adherence. TDF is a composition of 14 domains used to explain health-related 
behaviors. These domains are knowledge, skills, social identity, beliefs about capabilities, optimism, beliefs about 
consequences, reinforcement, intentions, goals, memory, resources, social influences, emotions, and behavioral regula-
tion. These domains have been derived from other relevant theories found to be useful in understanding behavior. 
Furthermore, the TDF includes other theories that have been previously used to understand behavior such as the health 
belief model, social cognitive theory, and social determination theory, in addition to studies that have included constructs 
explaining health behaviors. One advantage of the TDF is that it has been simplified by using theories developed by 
researchers who are not experts in health psychology, which also enables theory implementation.12,13

Results
Seventeen participants completed semi structured interviews: 12 participants were HCPs and the remaining five were 
family members of patients with diabetes (Table 2). Participants identified a variety of factors potentially associated with 
diabetes medication adherence. Most were related to the environmental context and resources domain such as the burden 
of polypharmacy, medication shortages, and long wait times for care. Factors related to patient beliefs about 

Table 2 Participant Characteristics

ID Age Gender Expertise/Relationship  
to the Patient

Experience  
(Years)

DM Interview 1* HCP Interview F Family physician 3

DM Interview 2* HCP Interview F Family physician 5

DM Interview 3* HCP Interview F Clinical pharmacist 10

DM Interview 4* HCP Interview F Endocrinology consultant 5

DM Interview 5* HCP Interview M Endocrinology consultant 10

DM Interview 6* HCP Interview F Endocrinology consultant 9

DM Interview 7* HCP Interview M Clinical pharmacist 10

DM Interview 8* HCP Interview M Family physician 15

(Continued)
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consequences such as diabetes complications and insulin injections were also reported. Additionally, several factors were 
identified that were related to the knowledge and social influences domains. In the next sections, a presentation of each 
domain, factors related to the domains, and extracts of participant responses to interview questions are provided.

Environmental Context and Resources
The Challenge of Multidrug Regimens
Participants shared their perception that patients’ low medication adherence was due to having to take other medications:

The patient does not only have diabetes, he has other problems and takes other medications. If we lessen his medications, he 
will be more adherent. 

[DM Interview 1* HCP Interview] 

… a lot of medication … they said ‘I cannot take all the medication at the same time. How many tablets do I have to take 
per day …’. So it’s very difficult to manage with all this medication. This is the primary thing. 

[DM Interview 2* HCP Interview] 

Medication Shortage
Participants discussed the effect of unavailable medications and the inability of patients to pay out-of-pocket expenses on 
medication adherence:

… patients cannot buy [medication], it’s expensive. I mean, they must wait for it to be available. This is another factor…the 
availability of medications… 

[DM Interview 5* HCP Interview] 

Long Wait Times for Care
Participants reported that long wait times between appointments contributed to low adherence:

… for example, we have appointments every 8 months for patients, which is wrong. You can’t know anything after 8 months, and this 
long wait for the patient to make a follow-up appointment, ideally it’s supposed to be 3 months at least, but we can’t do it. 

Table 2 (Continued). 

ID Age Gender Expertise/Relationship  
to the Patient

Experience  
(Years)

DM Interview 9* HCP Interview M Endocrinology resident 5

DM Interview 10* HCP Interview F Endocrinology consultant 8

DM Interview 11* HCP Interview M Family physician 20

DM Interview 12* HCP Interview F Family physician 6

DM Interview 1* Family member F Daughter NA

DM Interview 2* Family member M Son NA

DM Interview 3* Family member F Daughter NA

DM Interview 4* Family member F Wife NA

DM Interview 5* Family member M Husband NA

Abbreviation: HCP, health care provider.
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[DM Interview 5* HCP Interview] 

Additionally, the interviewees reported that lack of a follow-up system affected adherence:

As I told you, loss of follow up is always responsible for adherence problems. 

[DM Interview 4* HCP Interview] 

High Workload
Interviewees mentioned that the lack of time affected their ability to discuss adherence issues with patients:

Sometimes we do not have time in the clinic to explain the drug’s mechanism of action. We do not have time in the clinic to 
give detailed explanations to patients about side effects and their fear of injections. We have educators, but they are also busy. 

[DM Interview 1* HCP Interview] 

Communication Between HCPs
Participants noted that the gaps in communication between HCPs contributed to lowered adherence:

There is also miscommunication… for example, we are endocrinologists and this patient is also followed up by a nephrologist, 
then the nephrologist decides to stop one type of diabetic medication and we do not have any communication about it and we 
must ask the patient why they do not take the medication. 

[DM Interview 2* HCP Interview] 

Beliefs Concerning Consequences
Avoiding Diabetic Complications
There was an agreement that adherence occurs because it helps avoid diabetes complications:

… and there are people who maintain their health because of fear of complications such as loss of vision … they do not want to 
be blind and depend on others… 

[DM Interview 1* HCP Interview] 

Furthermore, interviewees mentioned patients’ fear of insulin injections improving adherence:

… once you introduce the sentence ‘I am going to have insulin injections.’ automatically in the next visit their blood sugar level 
and readings are better and hemoglobin 1AC drops suddenly! And why? Because they are afraid of the stigma instead of the 
disease itself! 

[DM Interview 4* HCP Interview] 

Medication Side Effects
Participants further identified experiencing side effects as a contributing factor that decreased adherence:

… I think because of the pain of Glucophage, she discontinued it, then we told the doctor… 

[DM Interview 3* Family member] 

Side effects… if they experience it once, that’s it! They try to avoid taking the medications. 

[DM Interview 5* HCP Interview] 
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Knowledge
Education Level
Participants discussed how a patients’ level of education positively affected medication adherence:

Mostly highly educated [patients]… are more compliant about their medication for sure 

[DM Interview 3* HCP Interview] 

Patients’ Education
There was an agreement concerning the lack of knowledge about the medications that negatively affected adherence:

I think one of the major reasons for non-adherence is that patients are not aware of why they are taking the medications and how to 
take the medications … the majority of the patients know this drug is for diabetes, but do they know what, exactly, what the drug does? 

[DM interview 3* HCP Interview] 

Specifically, there was a lack of education about normal blood glucose levels:

… the problem is, they don’t know. They are used to having blood sugar levels of three hundred and, if they measure it once as 
one hundred, which is normal, they mention that it is hypo and stop the medication! 

[DM Interview 2* HCP Interview] 

Moreover, participants raised concerns about a of lack of knowledge about diabetes-related nutrition on medication 
adherence:.

Even my mother has the misconception. She thinks if she commits herself to eating well she won’t need to take the 
medications! …. Even though the amount of the meal is too much and insulin will rise! 

[DM interview 2* Family member] 

Furthermore, participants linked low adherence to lack of knowledge concerning when to refill their medication:

We find that if you prescribe medication for six months, the patient goes to the pharmacy, takes medication for three months and 
does not come again to refill! … they thought they had to wait until their appointment. 

[DM Interview 2* HCP Interview] 

Participants discussed obstacles facing patient education including a lack of both time and a multidisciplinary approach:

The other factor is the patient’s education. the ideal model in all diabetic clinics is to have a pharmacist next to you, to give the 
patients some information about each medication, the timing of the medications. so there is a lack of education from our side. 

[DM Interview 5* HCP Interview] 

Also, I think the problem here is that we do not have a diabetes nurse or team for diabetic patients to discuss what the problem is 
with them because there is no time for discussion. 

[DM Interview 2* HCP Interview] 

Another obstacle that participants mentioned related to patients’ knowledge and their poor understanding of the nature of 
diabetes and that the absence of symptoms does not mean the absence of disease:

[Patients say] ‘I feel okay, why do I have to take medication?’. 

[DM Interview 2* HCP Interview] 
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Mass Media Effect
Participants mentioned the impact of rumors and false news that negatively affected medication adherence:

Of course, there is the media. Our patient received information via WhatsApp that another patient suffered renal failure because 
of Glucophage. Educated patients come to ask about the solution for this while other patients stop their medication without even 
coming back to us! 

[DM Interview 9* HCP Interview] 

Social Influences
Influence of Family Support
There was variability in the effect of family on patient medication adherence. Some support was observed such as 
between wives and mothers to their husbands and sons. In contrast, a lack of support was apparent in cases of elderly 
patients coming to clinics alone:

I think men are more likely to adhere to their medications because of their wives and mothers. 

[DM Interview 2* HCP Interview] 

Unfortunately, … I rarely saw diabetic patients come to the clinic with a family member, unlike with cardiology follow-ups or 
renal follow-ups, where a family member was always involved 

[DM Interview 4* HCP Interview] 

The influence of family gatherings on medication adherence was also mentioned, with participants voicing conflicting 
points of views regarding family gatherings and medication adherence. On the one hand, it was seen as positively 
affecting adherence as it improved the mood of the patient and helped them adhere to their diet and medication. On the 
other hand, others believed it sabotaged outcomes:

So. if my sisters come to visit and they bring dessert [diabetes friendly] for her and another dessert for them to eat together… 
she takes her medication, but if they go. she doesn’t eat her food or take her medications 

[DM Interview 1* Family member] 

…. I have a patient who is very old and her diabetes reaches 400! Why? She told me, ‘my daughters were with me and I snacked 
with them’ …I noticed this with my patients, that if there is no family support, the patients take a long time to achieve our goals. 

[DM Interview 8* HCP Interview] 

Physician- Patient Relationship
Having a supportive physician was also mentioned as facilitating medication adherence:

… When I tell her… ‘Excellent, you did it’, sometimes her blood sugar is high, but I tell her it’s ok, and after a little while they 
feel they are good and adhere to their meds. This really motivates the patient. 

[DM Interview 5* HCP Interview] 

In contrast, a weak patient-physician relationship can result in low medication adherence:

… The patient said ‘I will not go to my appointment. I do not like the attitude of the doctor with me’ 

[DM Interview 1* HCP Interview] 
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Herbal Use
Participants discussed how the use of herbal medicine caused patients to stop taking their medication:

Some patients come to the clinic and say ‘we use herbal [medicine]’… and they come three months later and we do the lab tests. 
They say ‘to be honest with you, I never take this medication.’ Why? Because they needed to compare whether the herbs had 
the same effect as the medication. 

[DM Interview 2* HCP Interview] 

Discussion
This study examined the point of view of HCPs and family members who are involved with patients with diabetes. Four 
main themes were identified that affected medication adherence. These were environmental contexts and resource-related 
factors, beliefs about consequences, knowledge-related factors, and factors related to social influence.

Environmental Context and Resource-Related Factors
The in-depth interviews identified five related factors related to the environmental context and resources. These were the 
challenges of multidrug regimens, medication shortages, long wait times for care, high HCP workloads, and a lack of 
communication between HCPs.

Participants raised concerns over polypharmacy and its influence on medication adherence. Although the literature 
has failed to come to a consensus regarding the predictors of medication adherence,14 polypharmacy was one of the few 
factors that consistently appeared as an agreed upon predictor across the studies.15 Promoting rational, conservative 
prescribing, avoiding the “prescribing cascade”, and taking into account the patient’s beliefs about medication use have 
been suggested as ways to counter the effect of polypharmacy on medication adherence.14,15

Medication shortages were also mentioned as a factor that negatively affected adherence. Unfortunately, this is 
a growing issue that is known to worsen clinical, economic, and humanistic patient outcomes.16 Although medication 
shortages are a global problem, there is limited research that has explored its disadvantageous outcomes, including 
medication adherence.16

In one quantitative study that identified and compared the point of view of more than 1400 HCPs on the factors 
affecting medication adherence to type 2 diabetes mellitus in Spain found that the complexity of the medication, adverse 
events, costs, and copayments had the most influence.9 Asking patients to adhere to medication without providing 
available resources is unreasonable.16 To improve medication adherence, the barriers that hinder patients’ ability to 
engage in adherence must occur.9 This means ensuring that regimens are simplified and available at the appropriate time 
and in the needed quantity.17

Beliefs About Consequence-Related Factors
Participants believed patients’ adhered to medication due to a fear of complications and/or taking insulin injections, and 
if a patient did not feel any symptoms, that meant they did not have the disease and did not need to take medication. 
Previous studies investigating beliefs that affect medication adherence18 have found negative associations between harm 
beliefs and medication adherence for chronic illness.19 Therefore, HCPs should explore patients’ beliefs and, if necessary, 
try to modify them. For example, empowering patients to self-manage their condition by asking them to describe the 
consequences of not taking their medications and restating the benefits of taking them could help to improve adherence.17 

Providing rewards for adherence such as certificates, coupons and/or points programs have also been indicated by change 
behavior models and suggested by patients themselves and could correct beliefs and motivate patients to adhere to their 
medications.17

Side effects also appear to play a role in determining patients’ adherence to medication. Both the in-depth interviews 
in this study, as well as in previous studies18,20 have raised concerns about negative associations with side effects, which 
have been found to be significant in patients with hypertension20 and schizophrenia,18 but has not yet been studied in 
patients with diabetes. HCPs need to effectively communicate potential side effects of medications with patients. This 
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communication should also include confirming patients’ complaints, exhibiting empathy, and involving them in the 
decision-making process.17 HCP communication can be improved by bettering interviewing skills, practicing active 
listening, and encouraging patient autonomy, all of which should be part of every day clinical practice.5

Knowledge
Participants referred to variable aspects in the knowledge domain and their influence on medication adherence in patients 
with diabetes. The factors were patient educational levels, gaps in information provided to patients, and the impact of 
media. Our in-depth interviews showed that patients’ level of education and the information knowledge gap may 
contribute to medication adherence in diabetes. While studies have encouraged patient autonomy, without proper patient 
education the results could be negative.21 Moreover, studies have shown that educated patients, who are able to make 
decisions for themselves, may refuse a physician’s recommendations based on personal views that may not match proper 
disease management.21 Thus, much more work needs to be done in regard to patient education concerning medication 
adherence in diabetes. Furthermore, when educating patients, a one-size-fits-all approach does not work; education must 
be tailored to individual needs and preferences.22 Using multiple modalities and exploring the right tools and information 
for patients in diabetes education program is lacking and requires further research.21

Social Influence
Participants in this study discussed a number of aspects related to the social influence domain. Research has indicated 
that positive social support improves medication adherence to diabetes treatment while negative support worsens it.23 

Social support by HCPs may include identifying nonadherence, evaluating patients, and providing solutions to patient 
problems.4 Supportive HCPs can inspire patients to take their medication and, by helping to resolve problems, they can 
positively effect treatment outcomes.4 Specifically, HCPs can identify early behavioral signs that predict a lack of 
adherence, help patients understand why and how to take medications, simplify the medication regimen, and resolve 
financial constraints that hinder adherence.8 Similarly, support from family and friends can also enhance medication 
adherence. Family members who are knowledgeable about diabetes were associated with more supportive behavior that 
positively affected medication adherence.6 In contrast, non-supportive behaviors from close family members (such as 
being not motivated to make lifestyle changes) sabotaged adherence behavior.6 Moreover, a lack of social support 
(neither positive nor negative) also contributed to diabetes medication nonadherence.8

This study is qualitative and the results are not generalizable; however, the purpose was to identify and explore 
factors affecting patients with diabetes adherence toward their medications from the perspective of their social circles. 
Further surveys and studies should be conducted with these factors to generalize the results to a wider population. The 
interviews conducted in this study identified a number of barriers related to the resources available to patients, with 
medication shortages and refill issues leading to patients discontinuing their medications. Empowering patients with the 
support required to be adherent is a task that is overlooked, and patient blaming is common. Systems must be built that 
ensure patients can obtain their medications and obstacles are effectively resolved. Patient autonomy should also be 
undertaken in line with proper patient education that is tailored to the individual’s preferences. Furthermore, a strong 
physician-patient relationship is needed to counteract inaccurate media effects. Family involvement in education also 
appears to be lacking. Empowering families to help fight diabetes with the patients can further the benefits of educating 
the patient. In conclusion, improving medication adherence in patients with diabetes in Saudi Arabia requires multi-
dimensional interventions that need validation and further research.
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